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LOGLINE
Melody and Elliott’s domestic idyll is destroyed by an unexpected arrival.

SYNOPSIS
Even with two beautiful children, the lavish home, the pool, and the Mercedes, there’s something nagging at Charlotte. She’s in love
with Elliott, but wishes he’d be more generous with his time and affection. As Charlotte goes about her day taking care of the house
and the kids, the cracks beneath the surface of her seemingly idyllic domestic life begin to show. All of this comes to a head when an
unexpectedly early arrival reminds Charlotte of her real role in the family and the dark truth about the nature of their bonds.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
The idea for a film about a nanny and her relationship with the family she works for first started to crystalize about a year before I began writing
Housekeeping. I’d recently seen Sebastián Silva’s exceptional La Nana (The Maid), a film about a maid and nanny for an affluent Chilean family
trying to hold on to her job and sanity after serving them for her entire adult life. The film is an insightful and bleakly comedic study of the
unavoidable emotional sacrifices involved in taking care of someone else’s family. I was fascinated by the unusually personal dynamic that
characterizes the relationship between employer and domestic employee, and I began working on a script that would explore that. Around that
time, I also saw Loin du 16e from Paris, Je T’aime--Daniella Thomas and Walter Salles’s short film about a young nanny. In many films about
domestic workers, the story involves substantial class differences between the characters, and so in large part the film becomes about class
disparity. This was a strong thematic element of La Nana, and the primary theme in Thomas and Salle’s short. This is not to say that I don’t find
these themes interesting, but I also thought that by minimizing the element of power imbalance between the parties (the parties being a) the
employer—often the mother and b) the domestic help—in my film’s case, a nanny) I could tell a story in which those parties’ identities were more
porous or fungible.
When Housekeeping opens, Charlotte’s identity and her relationship to the children she cares for and their father Elliott is oblique. She and Elliott
have a warm and comfortable way of relating that seems to indicate a marital bond. But when Elliott proposes that Charlotte stay for dinner, the
film begins the first of many revelations that suggests that their intimacy is not quite what it seems.
I had a few visual goals that were paramount, and which Russell Bush, the cinematographer, and I collaborated on at length before the shoot. The
film is a quiet character portrait and subtle relationship study, and the visual style was designed to be evocative without calling attention to itself.
To that end, specific visual choices were designed to maintain a sense of realism. The film was shot almost entirely hand-held, with mostly
standard to long lenses that isolate Charlotte, and keep us attuned to her emotional experience as the day’s events unfold. A muted production
design color palette drains the otherwise opulent home of its glamour, and we further desaturated the image in post to push this effect. Beyond
that, I was interested in creating an aesthetic of harmony in the first part of the film, which would be ruptured in the middle (around the point that
Charlotte scoops the dead chipmunk from the pool and Claire arrives home), and subsequently shift to an aesthetic of conflict. We did that
primarily through certain sound design and score elements, and through the use of unconventional angles for Claire’s coverage in the final scene
between Charlotte and Claire.
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BIOS
MELODY HERRON (CHARLOTTE)
Melody began her training at The University of Texas,
cultivating her skills on the stage, performing in classics like
Tennessee Williams’ Our Town and Clifford Odets’ Golden Boy,
as well as many contemporary works. She then branched into
the film world, landing roles in independent short and feature
films. Her most recent feature, the horror flick Varsity Blood,
will be premiering fall 2014.
BRIAN VILLALOBOS (ELLIOTT)
Brian Villalobos is an actor, writer, and filmmaker based in
Austin, Texas. He's played John Proctor, Macbeth, Gotham
City Police Commissioner James Gordon, and (very briefly)
Raphael, the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle. He lives with his
wife Akasha, and some dogs and cats.
written & directed by CATHERINE LICATA
Catherine is a filmmaker based in Austin, Texas. Her films
have screened at national and international festivals,
including SXSW, IFF Boston, the Maryland Film Festival,
Kansas City Film Festival and the London International
Documentary Festival. She is the recipient of grants from The
University of Texas at Austin - where she earned an MFA in
film production - and the South by Southwest Film Festival.
Her professional credits include projects for EMI/Astralwerks
Records, Caroline Records, Jive Records, and Sony Music
Entertainment. She teaches film production and editing at
UT-Austin, and is currently developing a feature film.

cinematography by RUSSELL BUSH
Russell Bush is a cinematographer and filmmaker based in
Austin, TX. Russell’s most recent documentary,Vultures of
Tibet, was nominated for a 2013 Student Academy Award and
has screened throughout the US and Europe at film festivals
including AFI Docs, The Edinburgh International Film Festival,
and The Maryland Film Festival. The film was also supported
by a number of grants including two Texas Filmmakers
Production Fund Grants, The Nick Cominos Endowment for
Documentary Film, and the UT Austin Documentary
Filmmaker Award. He received his MFA in Film Production
from the University of Texas.
produced by MONIQUE WALTON
Monique is an Austin-based filmmaker hailing from Long
Island, NY. In 2004 she co-directed and produced Still Black,
At Yale, a short documentary that screened at film festivals
and educational conferences. Monique produced content at
Nickelodeon for four years before pursuing an MFA at the
University of Texas-Austin. She has produced four short
films including SKUNK (Cannes Film Festival), Tiny Tape
Recorder, A Late Evening in the Future, and Housekeeping
(Maryland Film Festival, IFF Boston) and has co-written and
directed short narratives and documentaries (The Fire Inside,
Dark Matters, The Becoming Box, We Will Always Be Here).
The Becoming Box won the narrative award at the 2012
International Black Film Festival of Nashville. She has
received support from the Texas Filmmaker Production Fund
and Dina Sherzer Documentary Fund.

